BUSINESS STUDIES XII
Notes on Lesson no. 1 : NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF MANAGEMENT

Definition of management:Management is defined as a process of getting things done with the aim of achieving goals
effectively & efficiently.
The concept of management highlights the following three terms :a) Process

b) Effectively

c) Efficiently

PROCESS means the primary functions or activities that management performs to get the things
done. These functions are PLANNING, ORGANISING, STAFFING,DIRECTING,& CONTROLLING.
EFFECTIVELY means finishing the given task. Effectiveness in management is concerned with doing
the right task, completing tasks or activities and achieving goals.
SO, IT IS CONCERNED WITH END RESULT.
But effectiveness is incomplete without efficiency.
EFFICIENCY means doing the task correctly and with minimum cost. If by using less resources
maximum benefits are realised then efficiency is maximum. Obviously management is concerned
with the efficient use of these resources, because they reduce costs and ultimately lead to higher
profits.
THE CONCEPT OF EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS
To understand the conceptof efficiency and effectiveness the following example is illustrated –
Neil, Nitin & Mukesh have joined as supervisors in a garment factory. All the three have been given
the target of getting 1000 jeans manufactured in one week @ Rs.500 per piece. After a week when
their performance was assessed it was found that – Neil met the target of 1000 jeans BUT @ Rs.550
as on the last two days five workers were made to work overtime. Nitin could get only 920 jeans
manufactured but @Rs. 500 per piece. Mukesh achieved the target of getting 1000 jeans
manufactured in the one week @ Rs. 500 per piece.
Summary;Supervisors
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Nitin is efficient but not effective
Mukesh is both effective and efficient.
Thus in real life situation too, it is important for a manager to be both efficient & effective. Thet
are two sides of the same coin. So, it is CRUCIAL that al the organisational work is to be carried out in
a timely and cost effective manner.
CHARACTERISTICS OF MANAGEMENT
1. MANAGEMENT IS A GOAL-ORIENTED PROCESS:- The very purpose of existence of
management is to achieve pre - determined goal, which should be simple and clearly stated.
Different Organisations will have different goals. For eg. Organisation A will have the goal of
earning 20% ROI (return on investment), whereas Organisation B will have the goal of
increasing the sales by 10%. In both the cases it is the responsibility of the management to
unite the efforts of all the individuals in the Organisation towards achieving these goals.
2. MANAGEMENT IS ALL-PERVASIVE:- Management is ESSENTIAL for a all Organisations-big or
small, profit making or not-for-profit Organisation, manufacturing industry or service
industry. An educational institution, government, hospitals, sports team all require
management. And managerial activities are performed at all levels, in all departments and in
all types of the Organisations, and the management activities are common to all
Organisations whether economic, social or political.
3. MANAGEMENT IS MULTI-DIMENSIONAL :- Management is a complex activity of involving
management of work, management of people and management of operations. I)
Management of work :-Every orgn. whether big or small, manufacturing or service provider,
profit making or not-for-profit making , have work to be done and goals to be accomplished.
Management of every orgn. translates this work to achieve the pre-determined goals by
assigning means to achieve it. This is done in terms of – problems to be solved, decisions to
be made, plans to be established, budgets to be prepared, responsibilities to be assigned
and authority to be delegated.
II) Management of people :- Every Organisation’s greatest is its work force. Inspite of
advanced technological developments the task of getting the work done through people
remains a big challenge, for the manager.
Managing people has two dimensions :- Dealing with employees as individuals with diverse needs and behaviour
- Dealing with employes as a group of people
Now, the task of a manager is to make people work towards the achievementof the
organisational goal by making their strengths effective and their weaknesses irrelevant.

III) Management of operations :- Every orgn. has some basic product/service to provide in
order to survive. Thisrequires a production process of transforming input material and the
technology into the desired output for consumption.
4. MANAGEMENT IS A CONTINUOUS PROCESS :- Management is a series of continuous
,composite but separate functions – planning, organising, staffing, directing, & controlling.
All these functions are to be performed simultaneously by all the managers all the time.
5. MANAGEMENT IS A GROUP ACTIVITY :- An Orgn. constitutes different individuals

Who work together with team spirit & co-ordination for achieving the pre-detrmined goal.
This highlights the contributyion of a team rather than that of individuals. So, management
is a group activity where the group contributes more effectively and efficiently than an
individual.
6. MANAGEMENT IS A DYNAMIC FUNCTION:- Environment in which a business exists is always
changing and it is in the interests of the business that management changes/aligns itself
according to the changing situations. Moreover every business has to deal with external
environment which consists of various economic, social, legal, technological and political
factors. Hence management has to be dynamic in order to adapt itself to the changing
environment. Eg. In order to survive in the Indian market McDonald , the fast food giant had
to make major changes in its menu.

7. MANAGEMENT IS A TANGIBLE FORCE :- Management cannot be seen but its presence can
be felt when targets are achieved according to plans, employees are happy and satisfied,
and there is orderliness instead of chaos.

OBJECTIVES OF MANAGEMENT
1. Organisational Objectives:OBJECTIVE REFERS TO THE END RESULT OF AN ACTIVITY
The main objective of any Orgn. should be to utilise human and material resources to
the maximum possible advantage. In other words to fulfil economic objectives of a
business. These are Survival, Profit & Growth.
a. Survival- Every management should ensure the survival of the Orgn. by
earning enough revenues to cover the costs, which is the basic objective.
b. Profit – Mere survival will not suffice, if an Orgn. has to be in business in the
long run it has to earn profit, which is an acknowledgment, recognition and
incentive for the continued existence of a business. Profit is also essential to
cover the costs and risks of the business.
c. Growth – It is important for a business to grow in the long run. Management
must exploit fully its growth potential consistently. Growth of a business can
be measured in terms of – a) Increase in sales , b) Increase in number of
products, c) Increase in number of employees, d)Increase in Capital
investment etc.
2. Social Objectives :This obj involves creation of benefits or economic value for the society which includes
 Using environmental friendly methods of production.
 Providing basic amenities like schools and creches to employees
 Giving employment opportunities to the disadvantaged sections of the
society
3.
Personal Objectives :Personal Objectives of management is concerned with satisfying diverse needs of the
employees such as Financial needs by giving them competitive salary and perks
 Social needs such as peer recognition and



Higher level needs such as personal growth and development.

IMPORTANCE OF MANAGEMENT
1. MANAGEMENT HELPS IN ACHIEVING GROUP GOALS :- An Organisation is set up
deliberately to achieve certain pre-determined objectives. So in such a context
management aims at achieving these goals by giving a common direction to the
individual efforts.
2. MANAGEMENT INCREASES EFFICIENCY :- Efficiency is when overall cost involved is
less, and maximum benefits are realised. So, the aim of every management is to
reduce the cost and increase the productivity by better planning, organising,
staffing, directing, & controlling.
3. MANAGEMENT CREATES A DYNAMIC ORGANISATIONS :- All the Organisations
have to work in a constantly changing environment. Usually it is seen people resist
change as they have to move from familiar environment to unknown environment.
Management helps people adapt to these changes so that the Organisation is able
to maintain its competitiveness.
4. MANAGEMENT HELPS IN ACHIEVING PERSONAL OBJECTIVES :- A capable manager
is the one who is able to inspire, motivate & lead his team in such a manner that
individual members are able to achieve their personal goals, while working for
Organisational goals. Through motivation and leadership management helps
individuals to develop team spirit, cooperation, and commitment to group success.
5. MANAGEMENT HELPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIETY :- The development
of the society is done by Providing good quality products and services,
 Creating employment opportunities,
 Adopting new technologies

NATURE OF MANAGEMENT AS SCIENCE, ART AND PROFESSION
Management as a Science
Science is a systematised body of knowledge that explains certain general truths or
the operation of general laws.
The basic features of Science are as follows:
1. Systematised body of knowledge :- Scientific principles are based on cause and
effect relationships.
2. Principles based on experimentation :- Scientific principles are first developed
through observation and then tested through repeated experimentation.
3. Universal validity :- Scientific principles have universal validity and application.
The above mentioned features are examined for evaluating whether
management resembles science:1. Management has systematised body of knowledge. It has its own theory
and principles that have developed over a period of time. So, this feature of
science is present in management.

2. The principles of management are derived over a period of time through
observation and repeated experimentation. So, this feature of science
is also present in management.
However, since management deals with human beings and human
behaviour, the outcomes may not be accurately predicted. Therefore
management is called as INEXACT SCIENCE.
3. Principles of management provide managers with certain standardised
techniques that can be used in different situations. However since the
principles of management are not as exact as the principles of pure science,
their application and use is not UNIVESAL. They have to be modified accordi
-ng to a given situation.
CONCLUSION:- Management is an inexact science. It is neither as precise
nor as comprehensive as the pure science.
Management as an Art:1. Existence of theoretical knowledge :- Any Art is based on certain
theoretical knowledge.
2. Personalised Application :- The use of this knowledge varies from
person to person. Art is therefore a very personalised concept.
3. Based on continuous practice:- Art involves the continuous practice of
existing theoretical knowledge.
4. Creativity:- Art involves creativity.
The above mentioned features of ART are examined for evaluating
whether management is an Art.
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Existence of theoretical knowledge:- There is a lot of
literature available in various areas of management like
finance, marketing, human resourcewhich a manager has to
specialise in. This proves the existence of theoretical
knowledge.
Personalised application :- A manager applies the scientific
methods and body of knowledge to a given situation, an
issue or a problem in his own unique manner.
Based on continuous practice :- Management satisfies this
criteria as a manager gains experience through regular
practice and become more effective.
Creativity :- Like any other art, a manager after studying
various situations , formulates his own theories for use in a
given situation. This gives rise to different styles of
management.
Management as a Profession:A profession has the following characteristics:
1. Well – defined body of knowledge:- Almost all
professions i.e. legal, medical, accounting etc. are based
on a well-defined body of knowledge.

2. Restricted entry :- The entry to a profession is restricted
through an examination or through acquiring an
educational degree.
3. Professional association :- All professions are affiliated
toa professional association which regulates entry,
grants certificate of practice and enforces a Code of
Conduct.
4. Ethical code of conduct :- All professions are bound by a
code of conduct which guides the behaviour of its
members.
5. Service motive :- The basic motive of a profession is to
serve their clients’ interests by rendering dedicated and
committed service.
All the above mentioned features of a professionare
examined for evaluating whether management is a
profession.
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

Well-defined body of knowledge:- Management
is like any other profession acquired at different
management colleges/courses and professional
institutes.
So this feature of profession is present in
management.
Restricted Entry :- Entry to any management
institute like IIM is usually through examination.
However there is no restriction on anyone being
designated or appointed as a manager in any
business. Anyone can be called a manager
irrespective of the educational qualifications he
possesses.
So, this feature of profession is NOT fully
present in management.
Professional Association :- There are several
associations of practicing managers in India like
All India Management Association. But legally it
is not compulsory for managers to be members
of such an association.
So, this feature of profession is not fully
present in management.
Ethical code of conduct :- AIMA has laid down a
code of conduct to regulate the activities of its
members. But its membership is not compulsory
for all managers.
So, this feature of profession is not fully
present in management.
Service Motive :- The basic motive of
management of an orgn. is profit maximisation,
and not social service. However, profit
maximisation as the objective of management
does not hold true and is fast changing.

Therefore, if an organisation has good
management team which is efficient and
effective, it automatically serves society by
providing good quality products at reasonable
prices.
Conclusion :- Management is not a full-fledged
profession like legal, accounting or medical
professions because it does not meet the exact
criteria of a professions.

C0-ORDINATION
Coordination is the process by which a manager synchronises the activities of different departments.
Coordination is the force that binds all the other functions of management. Its is that common
thread that runs through all the different aspects of the Organisation holding them together like that
of individual flowers held by a common string in a garland.
Coordination is implicit and inherent in all functions of an organisation.
The process of coordinating the activities of an orgn. begins at the planning stage itself. Top
management plans for the entire orgn. According to these plans the organisational structure is
developed and staffed & directed. Controlling function takes care of the discrepancies between
planned and realised activities.
So, it is coordination which ensures the orderly arrangement of individual and group efforts to
ensure unity of action to realise the pre-determined objectives of the organisation. Hence
coordination involves SYNCHRONISATION of the different actions or efforts of various units of an
organisation. Hence coordination is considered as essence of management.
CHARACTERISTICS OF COORDINATION
1. Coordination integrates group efforts :- By uniting unrelated, diverse interests into
purposeful activity, coordination focuses on the group effort to ensure that the performance
is according to the plans.
2. Coordination ensures unity of action :- Coodination acts as a binding force to secure unity of
action in the realisation of a common purpose/achieving the predetermined goals of the
organisation.
3. Coordination is a continuous process :- Coordination is such a process which begins at
planning stage and continues till controlling.
4. Coordination is an all pervasive function :- Coordination is required at all levels of
management due to the independent nature of of activities of various departments, as it
integrates the efforts of different departments and different levels.
5. Coordination is the responsibility of all managers :- Top level managers coordinate with their
subordinates to ensure that the overall policies for the organisation are duly carried out.
Middle level management coordinates with both the top level and first line managers.
Operational level management coordinates the activities of its workers to ensure that work
proceeds according to plans.
6. Coordination is a deliberate function :- It is deliberate because a manager takes conscious
efforts to synchronise the efforts of all others in order to achieve the pre-determined
objectives of the organisations.
Remember, cooperation in the absence of coordination may lead to wasted efforts
and coordination without cooperation may lead to dissatisfaction among employes.

IMPORTANCE OF COORDINATION
a) Growth in size :- As organistions grow , the number of employees in that
organisation also increase. In such a situation it may sometimes be difficult to
integrate the individual efforts as each individual differs with the other one
regarding perception of the situation and approach to the situation, their personal
background, relationships with others. But it is extremely important to ensure that
the contribution of all individuals must converge towards the common goal of the
orgn. Some employees may also have their own individual goals.
Therefore, for the efficiency of the organisation, it is important to
harmonise individual goals with that of organisation through coordination.
b) Functional differentiation :An organisation comprises of different
departments/divisions/sections. Now, each of them will have their own
goals/targets to be achieved. However each department is dependent on the other
for the information to perform their activities which is focussed on the attainment of
common organisational goals. This process of linking the various departments is
accomplished by coordination.
c) Specialisation :- Modern organisations are characterised by a high degree of
specialisation which is required to perform diversity of tasks. This requires number
of specialists, who due to nature of their work consider themselves to be supreme
and so hesitate to take advise or suggestions from others in matters related to their
area of work. This leads to conflict amongst different specialists as well as with
others. Therefore some coordination is required by an independent person to
reconcile the differences in approach, interest or opinion of the specialists.
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MEANING OF PLANNING: Planning is the process of putting thoughts together and organising activities
required to achieve a desired goals.
In simple words planning is deciding in advance as to what is to be performed and when,where,how and
by whom is to be performed.
In fact, planning is the process which help us in reaching our goal efficiently and smoothly.
OBJECTIVES OF PLANNING:
1. To reduce unnecessary pressure of immediacy: If the organisers prepare a good plan
beforehand,there will not be any unnecessary pressure,perfect planning will naturally negate
unnecessary pressure.
2. To maintain a good control over all the activities: Planning and control are connected with each
other. If tournaments are organised with a perfect plan,good controll over all the activities
reated to that tournament will be easier. Planning helps in holding a good control in organising a
tournament.
3. To facilitate proper coordination: This is related to facilitate proper coordination among the
various member of committees,which are formed for organising the competition smoothly.
4. To reduce the chance the mistake: A proper plan reduces the chance of mistakes and
oversight.Although mistakes and oversights in any field cannot be avoided completely but they
can be reduce upto some extent through proper planning.
5. To increase efficiency: With the help of proper planning, the sports officials become more
efficiant. They perform their duties efficiently and effectivel.
6. To enhance creativity: A proper planning increases creativity among officials,coaches or physical
education teachers.in fact, planning helps in innovative and creative thinking among sports
officials beacause many new ideas are brought to the table by officials when they make plan.
7. To enhance sports performance: Without proper planning it is impossible to improve the
performance of sportspersons. For ex… a well planned training in the field of sports essential to
enhance the sports performance.

VARIOUS COMMITEES AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES (PRE,DURING AND POST)
While organising sports events, various committees are formed for systematic and smooth
conduction of any competition.The organising committee are mainly responsible for the
successfull and the smooth conduct of the sports events.
Various committees and their responsibilities are started below:
1. Publicity committee:This committee anounces the dates,venuesand sports
events,provide advance information to the institution,undertake printing etc. Its main
responsibility is to advertise sports events.
2. Transportation committee: It is responsible for providing the facilities regarding
transportation for various teams to the venue of sports events or to the place of
boarding and lodging as the case may be.
3. Boarding and Lodging committee: It is responsible for making necessary arrangements
for providing accomodation and serving meals to the sportsperson and the officials.
4. Decoration and Ceremony Committee: It is responsible for decoration of sports arena
or stadium. Also responsible for making nessesary arrangements for the opening
ceremony,victory ceremony and closing ceremony of sports meet.
5. Ground and equipment committee: It is responsible for preparing the ground or laying
out the tack and field.it also makes nessesary arrangements of equipment related to the
athletic meet.
6. Refreshment and Entertainment committee: This committee takes charges of supplying
refreshment to guest,officials etc. it also make some arrangements for entertainment
programmes during the opening ceremony and closing ceremony of sports events.
7. Reception committee: It is responsible for welcoming the chief guest at the opening and
closing ceremonies.
8. Committee on Entries and Programme: sends the entry forms to the teams and various
institutions. Prepares the fixtures of team participating in tournament.
9. Committee for officials: According to the requirement of games, this committee selects
the no. of officials, referees, judges, time keepers etc.
10. Announcement committee: It is responsible for making various announcements during
the sports meet. This comitte gives information regarding opening and closing
ceremonies, which and when an event is going to take place.
11. First-Aid committee: It is headed by well qualified doctors. Its provides first-aid to
injured or affected athelete immediately.
12. Finance committee: It is related to financial management, it prepares the budget and
maintain the account of income and ex.penditure.

PRE ,DURING AND POST TOURNAMENT RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMITTEE
For the smooth conduct of any sports event,it is essential for the officials of the
tournament to know the pre,during and post game responsibilities or duties.
PRE TOURNAMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
 To prepare the budget of tournament /sports event with the authority beacause
without sufficient budget it may be difficult to organise the tournament in a
systematic manner.
 To prepare the schedule or programme of the sports tournaments.
 To prepare sports ground/courts/track,sports equipment which are essential for
organising a sports tournament.
 To form the various committees for organising sports tournament.
 To send the information to the various teams about dates and venues of the
tournament.
 To make nessesary arrangement regarding boarding and loudging of sports
person and officials.
 Arrange prizes and certificates for winners.
 To send the entry forms to the various institutions early and receive them on
time for timely preperation of fixtures.
DURING TOURNAMENT RESPONSIBILITIES









To ensure proper arrangement during inaugration of sports tournament.
To check the sports ground/track/courts etc.
To ensure that the sports events are being organised as per schedule.
To make nessesary announcement regarding the progress of tournamnet.
To check the arrangements of refrshments to players and officials.
To prepare proper scoresheet for record.
To provide proper information to the electronic and print media.
To maintain proper discipline.

POST TOURNAMENT RESPONSIBILITIES








To give away the prizes and certificates to winners.
To provide detailed results and other necessary information to media.
To provide security refunds to the departing teams.
To collect all the files related to the tournament.
To make the payments to the officials.
Prepare report related to the expenditure of the tournament.
To present mementos to the guests.

TOURNAMENT- KNOCK OUT,LEAUGE AND COMBINATION
Tournament: A Tournament is that series of sports in which one team finally wins and rest of the teams
lose the matches.
IMPORTANCE OF TOURNAMENTS
1. Development of sports skills: by participating in tournaments sportsman develop various skills
of sports.the maximum no. of participationin tournaments not only develops technical skills of
the sports person but also develop tactical skills.
2. Propaganda of sports: Tournaments are hepfull in publicising the sports.when a tournament of
new sport is organised, the spectators come to know about that sport.
3. Helpful in the selection of players: In tournament, good players can be selected easily by
observing their performance in the tournament.those who give better performance in
tournament,they can be easily selected for upper level tournaments.
4. Development of national and international integration: A tournament is one of the best means
of enhancing international peace.
5. Development of social qualities: Social traits such as tolerance,symoathy,cooperation,group
cohesion,discipline etc. are developed among participants through sports tournaments.
6. Source of recreation: Sports tournaments provide ample recreation to the spectators.
TYPES OF TOURNAMENTS
There are four types of tournaments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

KNOCK-OUT TOURNAMENT
LEAUGE OR ROUND ROBIN TOURNAMENT
COMBINATION TOURNAMENT
CHALLENGE TOURNAMENT


KNOCK-OUT TOURNAMENT:In thos type of tournament a team which is once
defeated,automatically gets eliminated from the tournament.only the winning teams
continue in the tournament.

ADVANTAGES OF KNOCK-OUT TOURNAMENT




It is less expensive beacause the team that gets defeated is eliminated from the
competition.
It is helpful for enhancing the standard of sports,beacause each team tries to give the
best performance to avoid defeat
Owing to less no. of matches,the tournament gets completed in less time.



Minimum no. of officials required.

DISADVANTAGES OF KNOCK-OUT TOURNAMENT




There may be many chances of elimination of good teams in the first or second round.
There are more chances of weak teams to enter in the final rounds.
Spectators may loose interest in the final match if weak team reach in final round.
LEAUGE OR ROUND ROBIN TOURNAMENT
This tournament is also called ‘berger system’. This type of tournament was developed by mr.
berger.
According to this tournament,each team plays with every other team once if it is a single leauge
tournament.
If it is double leauge tournament,each team plays with every other team twice. It can be called
best type of tournament beacause its provide max.imum no. of oppertunities to the teams to
display their best performance.
THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF LEAUGE TOURNAMENT
 SINGLE LEAUGE TOURNAMENT
 DOUBLE LEAUGE TOURNAMENT
ADVANTAGES OF LEAUGE TOURNAMENT







Only deserving team gets victory in this tournament.
Every team gets maximum oppertunities to show their best performance.
Sports and games can be made more popular through leauge tournament owing
to max.imum no. of matches.
Sports officials do not face any difficulties while selecting a good player.
A team need not wait to win against the other team for playing a match.
Spectators also get good oppertunities to watch the game for many days.

DISADVANTAGES OF LEAUGE TOURNAMENT
 It requires more time.
 It costs more
 The team coming from far and wide generally face more problrms beacause
such tournaments waste their time and money.
 It requires making more arrangements for sports officials and teams.

COMBINATION TOURNAMENT
These tournaments are conducted when the matches are to be played on group basis or zonal basis.As a
matter of fact, these tournaments depend on the suitability of the activity, the no. of participating
teams and the areas and the distance from which they come to participate.
TYPES OF COMBINATION TOURNAMENT:





KNOCK-OUT CUM KNOCK-OUT
LEAUGE CUM LEAUGE
KNOCK-OUT CUM LEAUGE
LEAUGE CUM KNOCK-OUT
1. KNOCK-OUT CUM KNOCK-OUT: In ths type of tournament, the total no.of teams are
divided into four equal zones.First of all the teams of each zone play on knock-out
basis.in this way, the team becomes the winner from each zone. All the four winners
teams again play their matches on knock-out basis.
2. LEAUGE CUM LEAUGE: In this type of tournament,total no. of teams are divided into
four zones.all the teams paly their matches in their respective zones on leauge basis.one
team from each zone becomes the winner.it is called zonal or group tournament.After
that all the zonal winner teams again play the matches on leauge basis.
3. KNOCK-OUT CUM LEAUGE: All the teams are divided into four zones.first of all the
teams play their matches in their respective zones on knock-out basis and one team
becomes the winner from each zone. After that,the four winner teams again plays their
matches on leauge basis.
4. LEAUGE CUM KNOCK-OUT: All the teams are divided into four zones.all the teams play
their matches in their respective zones on leauge basis.one team from each zone
becomes the winner.After that,the four winner teams play their matches on knock-out
basis .

PROCEDURE TO DRAW FIXTURE: KNOCK-OUT(BYE AND SEEDING)AND LEAUGE(CYCLIC AND
STAIR CASE)
ESSENTIAL POINTS FOR A KNOCK-OUT TOURNAMENT







The total no. of teams particiapting in the tournament.
The total no. of byes
The no. of teams in each half or quarter.
The no. of byes to be given in each half or quarter.
The total no.of rounds.
The total no. of matches.

METHOD OF PREPARING FIXTURE IN KNOCKOUT TOURNAMENTS
‘N’ denotes TOTAL NO. OF TEAMS ( N= TOTAL NO. OF TEAMS)
Method of calculating teams in each half
If the no. of teams is in the power of 2, it become easy to devide the teams into two halfs (N/2)
8/2=4 (4 teams in each half)
But if the no. of teams is not in power of 2, the following procedure is applied:
Upper half : total no. of teams (N)+1/2
Lower half: total no. of teams (N)-1/2

Method of fixing byes:
The total no. of teams (in case of 11 teams)from 1 to 11 is written on a plain paper. After that lots are
drawn and the names of teams are written against their numbers.then the total no. of teams is divided
into two halves.after that the byes are fixed in the upper and lower halfs in the following:






The first bye is given to the last team of the lower half.
The second bye is given to the first team of the upper half.
The third bye is given to the firt team of lower half.
The fourth bye is given to the last team of upper half.
The next bye or byes will be given in the same order as described above.

Number of matches in knock-out tournament
The number of matches in knockout tournament is (N-1), N= no. of teams
Ex…… If total no. of teams is 11 then, (N-1)= 11-1=10
Number of rounds in knock-out tournament
If the no. of participating teams in the power of 2(in case of 16 teams), the no. of rounds will be
2*2*2*2= 4 rounds
If the no. of participating teams is not in the power of 2,the no. of rounds will be based on the nex.t
highest power of 2.
Ex: if there are 10 teams, the next highest power of 2 is 16. The no. of rounds will be 2*2*2*2= 4 rounds.

Consolation tournament
In consolation tournament,one additional chance is given to the defeated teams.in this tournament, the
winner is declared from the defeated teams. The consolation tournament is of two types:
1. First type: In this type of tournament,each teams get two oppertunities to play the matches.the
teams that are defeated in the first round get the opportunity to play in this type of
tournament.byes are given to those teams which did not get byes in the regular knock-out
tournament.
2. Second type: in this type of tournament, the teams defeated in all the rounds are given an
additional opportunity to take part in the competition.

Ex… total no. of teams are 8,the team numbers 2,4,6,8 are the losers of first round 3 and 7 are the losers
of second round and team no.5 is the loser of third round.they get one more chance in this type of
tournament.
Seeding method : there is always a possibility in knock-out tournament that strong teams may be paired
with weak teams or all strong teams might have been grouped in the upper half or the lower half. In this
way,some strong teams have the possibility to be eliminated in the preliminary round. So this may be a
setback to the strong teams.to avoid such a situation,seeding method is used. In this method,the strong
teams are selected to keep them at appropriate place in the fixture.for the selection of strong teams,the
organisers must be well aware of the previous performance.if two teams are to be seeded,then one
team is kept on the top of upper half and second team is kept in the last of lower half.if four teams are
to be seeded, the first two teams will be kept at the place mentioned above.the third seeded team will
be kept on the top of the lower half anf fourth seeded team will be kept at the lowest place in the upper
half.
Special seeding: In special seeding, the seeded players participate directly in the quarter finals or semi
finals,they need not wait for longer duration.

PROCEDURE OF FIXTURE IN A LEAUGE OR ROUND –ROBIN TOURNAMENT




CYCLIC METHOD
STAIRCASE METHOD
TABULAR METHOD

1. CYCLIC METHOD: In this method, if the no. of teams is in even no.,team no. 1 is fixed on the
top of the right hand side and then move other team no. are in ascending order consecutively

downward and then moves upword on the left side. If the no. of teams is in odd no., the bye is
fixed on the top of the right side .
2. Teams are rotated in the clockwise direction.
3. If the no. of teams is in even no., the no. of round will be (N-1)
4. If no. of teams is odd,the no. of rounds remain the same
STAIRCASE METHOD: In this method ,fixtures are made just like a ladder or a staircase.this method is
the easiest beacause no bye is given to any team and there is no problem of odd and even no. of teams.

METHOD OF DECIDING THE WINNER IN A LEAUGE TOURNAMENT
If a team gets maximum points in a tournament,it is declared as the winner of tournament.
The following ways is used to give the points:
Winner of the match = 2 point
Loser of the match = 0 point
Draw = 1 point
If the points are equal in case of two teams,a match is held again.but if it remains a draw,the team
which won the maximum no. of matches declared as a winner. If the tie still remains, the team that won
maximum no. of set,goal etc. is declared as a winner.If the tie still remains,a match is held again
between these teams.if there is draw again then the winner is declared by a toss.
Other method are also used to declare the winner:


British method : it is a type of method in which,divide the total points obtained by team by the
total possible points.
Ex… if a team plays 8 matches and win 6 matches and 2 reamin draw,the percentage of points
will be …..
Total points = 12+2 = 14
Possible points= 16
Percentage of points = total points obtained/total possible points*100
14/16*100 = 87.5



American method: devide the no. of games won by the total no. of games played. If a team
plays 8 games and wins 5 games then,
Percentage= matches won/matches played*100
5/8*100 = 62.5
In this way the percentage of other teams may be calculated.in this method,tie is not counted.

INTRAMURAL AND EXTRAMURAL: MEANING,OBJECTIVE AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE

Meaning of intramural:
The wod intramural is derived from Latin word “intra”and “murals”. ’intra’ means ‘within’ and
‘murals’means ‘wall’. It means that the activities which are performed within the wall or within the
campus of an institution called ‘intramural’.
These activities are organised only for the students of school or an institution.no student of other
schools can participate in these activities.

Origin of Intramural
In the U.S.A., the Intramural of baseball was organised in 1864. After that in the beginning of th 20th
century,some progressive physical education teachers showed interst in intramurals and they realised
that through intramurals,physical education can be developed more extensively. In 1925,every high
school started the mission to establish intramural department in U.S.A.
Significance of Intramurals








Intramurals are significance of physical,mental,emotionaland social development of an
individual.
These programmes also lay stress on moral and ethical values of students.
Intramurals are necessary for the development of the health of the childrens.
These programmes refresh the children and make them agile.
Intramural provide maximum recreation to the students.
It provide ample oppertunities to the students to participate in games and sports.
They are also essential for developing leadership qualities among the students.

OBJECTIVES OF INTRAMURALS:
1. To provide opportunity to every students to participate in games and sports: In this every
student is free to take part in any games and sports according to his/her choice.
2. TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP QUALITIES AMONG STUDENTS: all the students donot become
leaders,intramural activities help in developing qualities among those students who have some
innate qualities of leadership.

3. TO DEVELOP COORDINATION: Cooperation is essential to achieve an apex position in games
and sports.we cannot think about winning,especially in team games if the players do not
cooperate with each other.
4. TO PROVIDE RECREATION: Students participate in intramural activities according to their
interest.Hence,they get a ot of joy,happiness,ful etc.by participating in intramural activities.
5. TO DEVELOP FEELING OF SPORTSMANSHIP: Sportsmanship means to show respect and
courtsey to opponents and officials.it also mean to be humble in victory and gracious in defeat.
6. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET AN EXPERIENCE OF ORGANISING COMPETITIONS: in
intramural competitions, a number of committees are formed for their smooth organisation in
which students are involved directly or indirectly.
7. TO IDENTIFIED TALENTED SPORTSPERSON: intramural competitions aid to identify the talented
sportsperson due to participate of all the students in such competition.
8. TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP PERSONALITY: It helps to develop
physical,mental,social and emotional aspects of personality.

ACTIVITIES FOR INTRAMURAL COMPETITIONS: selection of games and sports in intramurals is totally
depend on the interest of students and availibility of resources.the main aim of intramural is to provide
recreation among the students.






Major games: Volleyball,Cricket,Hockey,Basketball,Swimming,Athelatics,Badminton etc.
Minor games: Shuttle runs,kho-kho,tag game,Sack race,Roller skating etc.
Rhythmics: Lazium,Dumbles,Marching,folk dance,Solo dance,Mass PT,etc.
Creative activities: painting,drawing,making models etc.
Cobative activities: Boxing,Judo,Karate etc.

Meaning of extramurals: It is derived from latin word ‘Extra’ and ‘muralis’. ‘Extra’ means ‘outside’ and
‘muralis’ means ‘wall’. It means ,that activities which are performed outside the walls of an institution or
school called ex.tramurals.
Significance of extramurals competitions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide oppertunities to schools to show their sports capibilities.
Enhance the standard of sports performance.
Provide appropriate knowledge of sports technique.
Plan and implement the programmes of physical education more effective.
Improve the oppertunities to participate in sports.

OBJECTIVE OF EXTRAMURALS
1. To improve the standard of sports: By participating in extramurals,the students become
technically and tactically efficient in respective sports.

2. To provide enriching experience to students: By gaining ex.perience through continuous
participation,students exehibit good performance in competition.
3. To develop sportsmanship and feeling of fraternity:
4. To broaden the base of sports: Many students from various schools participate in
extramurals.other schools, that donot participate in extramurals,get motivated to do so.
5. To provide knowledge of new rules and advanced techniques: students come to know about
the new rules and regulations of games and sports.

SPECIFIC SPORTS PROGRAMMES (SPORTS DAY,HEALTH RUN,RUN FOR FUN,RUN FOR A SPECIFIC CAUSE
AND RUN FOR UNITY)
These sports programme have various objective such as creating awareness among people regarding
unity,health ,diseases etc. and raising funds for charitable institution or organisation.
SPORTS DAY
Sports day is oraganised in each and every schools.sports day is organised so that the all-round
development of children could be attempted. Various sports activities in which physical and
recreational activities are included.its helps to improve the social qualities likebrotherhood,honesty,cooperation,unity,feeling of respect,group cohesion etc.
POROCEDURE OF ORGANISING SPORTS DAY:
First of all, a specific day should be fixed .the appropriate pace should also be selected as early as
possible.after that an administrative committee should be constituted.the committee conducts all the
programme of sports day systematically.various committees likedecoration,playground,programmee,reception,refreshment etc. are formed for organising sports day
successfully.
HEALTH RUNS
Health runs are organised by the health department,sports department or social organisation.
Usually,their purpose is to ameliorate the standard of health in country along with raising funds for
charity.their is no competition involved but registration of participants is required in advance.the date
and time also fix.ed in advance.distance is pre decided.
Before participating in health runs,everyone should take a note of the following suggestions to make the
running experince safe and effective.






Your breathing should be rhythmic and deep.exhale with control force.
Don’t bend your body from the hip level.
Run softly and your strides should be normal.
Your arms should swing equally.
Always consume adequate amount of fluid before and after the run.



Consult a doctor as a precautionary measure if you are over 60 yrs old.

RUN FOR FUN
It is organised with an objective to spread the message of remaining healthy and fit among the masses.it
may be organised to motivate people to ex.ercise regularly and stay healthy. Run for fun is organised to
raise funds for charity.run for fun is a friendly race that involves either road running or cross country.
RUN FOR SPECIFIC CAUSE
It is related to good and nobel cause.it can be organised for various categories of participants.distance of
run may be vary for different category of participants.prizes can be given to the position holders.its main
purpose is to raise funds for specific cause but the cause should be noble.
RUN FOR UNITY
This type of run is organised with a specific purpose, to consolidate unity and peace among the peole of
different religions.it purpose may be nation or international integration of brotherhood.the run may be
in the form of marathon race usually organised in different metro cities.such type of run brings a sense
of togetherness among people.

TRAINING IN SPORTS
CHAPTER 10
SPORTS TRAINING: It is a pedagogical process based on the scientific principles for preparing a
individual/sportsperson to give his /her best performance during the main competition.
Hardyal Singh(1993)
STRENGTH- DEFINATION,TYPES AND METHODS OF IMPROVING STRENGTH-ISOMETRIC,ISOTONIC AND
ISOKINETIC
STRENGTH: It is the ability of muscle to get overcome the resistance.It is an essential element or
component of physical fitness.
TYPES OF STRENGTH: different types of sports require different types of strength. So,for the better
understanding, strength can be divided into the following types.




DYNAMIC STRENGTH: It is also called Isotonic strength beacause it is related to movements. In
pull-ups and push-ups,we require dynamic strength. Generally dynamic strength can be divided
into three parts: Maximum strength,Explosive strength,strength endurance.
1. Maximum strength: It is the ability of muscle or body to get overcome the resistance of
maximum intensity of stimulus in a single muscular contraction. Ex....
shotput,weightlifting,hammer throw.
2. Explosive strength: It is the ability of muscle or body to get overcome a resistance of
submaximum intensity of stimulus as fast as possible.it is the combination of speed and
strength. Ex…. Long jump,high jump,smashing in volleyball etc.
3. Strength endurance: It is the ability of muscle or body to get overcome the resistance of
medium intensity of stimulus for as long time as possible. It is the combination of
strength and endurance. for ex… long distance races,swimming ,road cycling.
STATIC STRENGTH: It is also called isometric strength.it is the ability of muscle to act against
resistance. It can be measured by Dynamometer.this type of strength is not seen directly.static
strength is not usually applied in sports but in Weightlifting it is used in phases.

METHODS OF IMPROVING STRENGTH: ISOMETRIC,ISOTONIC AND ISOKINETIC.
ISOMETRIC EXERCISES: These are those exercises,which are not visible.in fact,there is no direct
movements,hence they cannot be observed.in this contraction,tension is developed in the muscle
working against resistance but there is no change in the length of muscle.we can say that work is done

during these exercises but scientifically,we cannot say that work is done. For ex…. If we push a concrete
wall, we will not able to move it from it place.these exercises are valuable for rehabilitation purposes.
WORK DONE= FORCE*DISTANCE MOVED IN THE DIRECTION OF FORCE
ISOTONIC EXERCISES: isotonic exercises are those exercises in which movements can be seen
directly.Work is done in these exercises.Isotonic exercises tone up the muscles.Muscles become
flexible.Length of the muscle can be increased by isotonic exercises.these are the best for strngth
development.these exercises can be done with or without technical equipments. For ex... weight
training exercises, exercise with medicine ball etc.
ISOKINETIC EXERCISES: Isokinetic exercises are performed on specially designed machines. It was
developed by j.j.perrine in 1968.These exercises involve a specific type of muscle contraction,which is
usually not applicable in sports and games except in water sports such as Rowing and Swimming. In
isotonic exercise, contraction of muscle applies maximum force only at a particular angle during a range
of movement. But, in isokinetic exercise,contraction of muscle applies maximum force throughout the
complete range of movements.It is helpful for the development of Strength (Explosive or strength
endurance).

ENDURANCE-DEFINATION,TYPES AND METHODS TO DEVELOP ENDURANCE-CONTINUOUS
TRAINING,INTERVAL AND FARTLEK TRAINING
ENDURANCE: It is the ability of muscle or body to get overcome the resistance, under the condition of
fatigue for a longer period of time.
TYPES OF ENDURANCE:
ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF ACTIVITY:






Basic endurance: It is also called aerobic endurance because it depends mainly on areobic
endurance.it is the ability to perform movements in which large no. of body muscles are
involved . the duration of this activity are more than 30 min. In this slow pace is required like:
jogging,walking,swimming etc.
General endurance: It is the ability to resist fatigue satisfactorily caused by different types of
activities.these activities may be aerobic or anaerobic.these activities may be of low or high
intensity but for a longer duration.
Specific endurance: It is the ability to resist fatigue caused by a specific or particular sports
activities.ex… specific endurance of wrestler is to combat effectively in the three rounds or six.
Minute,whereas it is of four rounds for a boxer.

ACCORDING TO THE DURATION OF ACTIVITY







Speed endurance: It is the ability to resist fatigue in activities lasting upto 45 sec. 400 mt sprint
is suitable ex. Of speed endurance.it is mainly depend on the power and capacity of energy
production.
Short term endurance: It is the ability to resist fatigue in sports activities lasting from about 45
sec to 2 min. it is also depends to a large extent on strength and speed endurance.ex.. 800 mt.
Middle term endurance: It is the ability to resist fatigue in sports activities which last from 2 to
11 min. it is depend on strength and speed endurance. Ex. 1500 mt race.
Long term endurance: It is the ability to resist fatigue in sports activities which last for more
than 11 min. ex.. 5000 mt,10000 mt,marathon races etc.

METHODS TO DEVELOP ENDURANCE
Continuous training method: one of the best methods for improving endurance.in this method,exercise
is performed for a longer duration of time without any break.in this method,intensity remains low
beacause the exercise is done for longer duration of time.the heart-beat remains in between 140180b/pm. Duration of exercise should not be less than 30 min. ex…… cross country race.

Advantages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

it increases glycogen in muscles and liver.
It increases the no. and size of mitochondria.
It increases the efficiency of heart and lungs.
It makes the individual self disciplined and self confident.

Interval training method: It was developed by BIKILA, the famous atheletic coach of finland, introduced
this training method in 1920.he stressed on the importance of rhythm betwwn work and rest in the
method, and called Terrace Training.This training is based upon ‘Effort and recovery’ principle. During
interval training,recovery period is given to the athlete after each speedy workout.recovery period can
be adjusted according to the efficiency of athelete. 400 mt race,the following ex. Can be applicable for
his training.



400 mt race with 80percent
Walking and jogging untill his heart rate comes down to 120-140 b/pm

Advantages :




More workout can be performed in a short durtion.
It is more beneficial for respiratory and circulatory system.
The progress of the athelete can be measured easily.



Patience can be increased in athelets.

Disadvantage:




Top performance comes before competition and cannot remain up to the competition time.
There are more chances of injuries.
Regular training can lead to heart diseases.

Fartlek training method: It is used for developing endurance. Gosta Holmer developed Fartlek Training
in 1937. The word Fartlek is a Swedish word means ‘Speed Play’. This training method lays emphasis on
both aerobic and anaerobic systems.In this method, pace or speed is not pre-planned and this it is left to
the discreation of individual. An individual can change his/her speed according to the
surroundings(hills,rivers,forest,muddy roads,grassy grounds etc.)the heart rate in between 140-180
b/pm. The duration of training depends on the experience of athelete but most probably it lasts a
minimum of 45 min.it can vary from aerobic walking to anaerobic sprinting.
An ex. of this training is given below:








Warm up,jogging or slow running for 5-10 min.
Steady,hard speed for 1.5-2.5 km.
Recovery,rapid walking for at least 5 min.
Start of speed work: easy running between sprints of about 50-60 mt.
Easy running with three or four quick steps now and then.
Full speed uphill for 175-200 mt.
Fast pace of 1 min.

Advantages:






it keeps the heart rate allowing an athelete to get good cardivascular endurance.
It is good for aerobic and anaerobic endurance.
It is flexible in nature.
No. of atheletes can take part in this training simultaneously.
No equipment is required.

Disadvantage:




It is difficult to see how hard the trainee is making efforts.
Sometimes the athelete is likely to give up effort.
It may cause accidents beacause it is not pre-planned.

SPEED- DEFINATION, TYPES AND METHODS TO DEVELOP SPEED- ACCELERATION AND PACE RUN
SPEED: It is the ability of body to cover the maximum distance in minimum possible time.
In other words, the capacity of moving a body parts or the whole body with the greatest possible
velocity.
SPEED= DISTANCE /TIME
TYPES OF SPEED: speed appears in different forms in different sports.
Reaction ability: Reaction ability depends completely on coordinative processess.so,it is also considered
a coordinative ability. Reaction ability is the ability to react effectively and quickly to any action or signal.
Reaction ability can be classified into Simple and Complex Reaction ability.
1. Simple reaction ability: It is the ability to react quickly in already determined manner to
a known signal. Ex.. the reaction of a racer in the start of sprint races.
2. Complex reaction ability: It is the ability to react quickly and accurately to
undetermined or unexpected signals. Ex… facing a ball in cricket by batsman.












Accelertion ability: It is the ability to achieve maximum speed from a stationary position or from
low speed state.this ability mainly depends upon explosive strength,technique and flexithis
ability mainly depends upon explosive strength,technique and flexibility. Ex… sprint
races,hockey,football.
Movement speed: It is the ability ability to do a movement in a minimum time.it depends upon
technique,explosive strength,flexibility and coordinative ability.It can be measured by the time
taken to complete the movement. Ex.. box.ing,wrestling etc.
Locomotor ability: Ability to maintain maximum speed for maximum time or distance. Ex.. 100
mt,200 mt,400 mt. etc.
Speed endurance: It is the ability to perform movements sprint races,hockey,football.
Movement speed: It is the ability ability to do a movement in a minimum time.it depends upon
technique,explosive strength,flexibility and coordinative ability.It can be measured by the time
taken to complete the movement. Ex.. box.ing,wrestling etc.
Locomotor ability: Ability to maintain maximum speed for maximum time or distance. Ex.. 100
mt,200 mt,400 mt. etc.
Speed endurance: It is the ability to perform movements with high speed under condition of
fatigue. It is depend on explosive strength,speed and endurance.

METHODS TO DEVELOP SPEED: Speed is the product of genetic and environmental factors.each
individual has Fast twitch fibres (white muscle fibre)and slow twitch fibre(Red muscle fibre). If an
individual has more percentage of white muscle fibre, his/her movements will be faster. On other hand,
if an individual has more percentage of slow twitch muscle fibre, he/she will have more endurance or
stamina.




Acceleration Runs: It is usually adopted to develop speed,specially in attaining maximum speed
from stationary position. For acceleration runs, an athelete is required to run a specific distance.
He/she takes starts from the starting line and tries to attain the max.imum speed as soon as
possible and finishes the distance specified at that speed.these accelerated runs are repeated
over and over again with sufficient intervals betwwen runs. The no.of acceleration runs can be
fixed according to the age and experience and capacity of athelete. After every acceleration
runs, there should be proper interval so that he/she may start the next run without any fatigue.
Pace runs: Its mean running the whole distance of a race at a constant speed. Generally,800mt
and above races are included in pace runs.so, for pace run training and athelete should run at
maximum steady speed for a distance of 10 percent and 280 percent more than the racing
distance of an athelete.Regarding the repetition runs an athelete should run slightly below
maximum speed . the rest period should be enough to become fresh for the next repetition.
FLEXIBILITY-DEFINATION,TYPES AND METHOD TO IMPROVE FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY: It is the range of movements of joints. In other words, it means the range of motion
available in joints. It is affected by muscle length,joint structure tendons,ligaments and other
fctors.flexibility is helpful in many ways such as in prevention of injuries,improving posture,reducing low
back pain,maintaining healthy joints etc.
TYPES OF FLEXIBILITY: There are various types of flexibility that are described below:



Passive flexibility: Ability to do movements with greater distance with external help is called
passive flexibility. It is always more than active flexibility.
Active flexibility: It is the ability to do movement for a longer distance without external help.
Ex.. perform stretching exercises without the help of partner. Active flexibility can further be
divided into two parts- Static and Dynamic flexibility.

Static flexibility: It is usually required by a sportsperson when he/she remains in static position.
ex…sitting,lying,starting position in various sports.
Dynamic flexibility: dynamic flexibility is needed for doing movements with greater distance when an
individual is in motion.

METHODS TO IMPROVE FLEXIBILITY








Ballistic method: In this method,the movement is performed with a swing and rhythmic way.the
related joint is streched with a swing. Before performing such exercises, appropriate warmup is
essential beacause there are maximum chance of overstretching of joints.
Static-stretch method: Static stretching method involves gradually easing into the stretch
position and holding the position. In static stretching, it is advised to move further into the
stretch position as the stretch sensation comes to a lower level.
Dynamic stretching method: It consist of controlled leg and arm swings that take you gently to
the limit of your range of motion.It start with the movement at half speed for a couple of
repetitions and then gradually work up to full speed.
Proprioceptive Neuro-Muscular Facilitation Technique: This technique is used by advanced
sportsperson for gaining flexibility.PNF involves the use of muscle contraction before the stretch
in an attemt to achieve maximum muscle relaxation.

Some Guidelines for Developing or Improving Flexibility:











To development of flexibility should begin before puberty. It is more difficult to develop
flexibility by adults. The flexibility of other joints can be improved during adolescence and even
after that.
Flexibility is most likely to be reduced if the exercises are not performed to maintain it.
The exercise for improving flexibility should be performed after a complete warmup.
Flexibility exercises should be performed when the sportsman is freshed.
Dynamic flexibility depends on static flexibility. Dynamic flexibility is more benificial than static
flexibility.
Exercises for the improvement of dynamic flexibility should be related to sports activities.
Sufficient no. of repetitions should be performed.
Jerkey movements should be avoided.
If the exercise are performed with the help of a partner,the partner should have proper
knowledge about the exercise of flexibility.
COORDINATIVE ABILITIES- DEFINATION AND TYPES

Coordinative abilities: Before 1980, speed,strength,flexibility and agility were considered the main
componenets of physical fitness.but after that the term ‘Agility’ changed into ‘coordinative abilities’.it is
depend on the central nervous system.coordinative abilities are those abilities of an individual which

enable the individual to do various related activities properly as well as efficiently.our
accuracy.rhythm,flow and constancy depend on our coordinative abilities.

TYPES OF COORDINATIVE ABILITIES












Orientation Ability : It is the ability to determine the position of the body and its parts in time
and space in relation to gravity,moving objects like ball,opponent partner,etc. this is depends on
functional capacity of sensory organs like eyes,kinesthetic sence organs etc.
Coupling bility: It is the ability to combine the movements of different body parts for
performing perfect sports movements.it is helpful in team games,gymnastics and combative
sports.
Reaction ability: it is the ability to react immediately or quickly an effective to a signal.basically
there are two types of reaction ability (simple reaction and complex reaction ability).
Simple reaction ability: Ability to react immediately or quickly in already determined manner to
a well-known signal. Ex. sprint races
Complex reaction ability: ability to react immediately and accurately to undetermined or
unexpected signals.
Balance ability: It is the ability to maintain balance during the complete body movements and
to regin balance quickly after the balance disturbing movements.
Rhythm ability: ability to to observe or perceive the rhythm of a movement and to do the
movement with a requred rhythm.ex. gymnastics.
Adaptation ability: Ability to adjust or change the movement effectively on the basis of changes
or anticipated changes in the situation.the change in situation can be expected one or can be
sudden or unexpected one.
Differentiation ability: Ability to achieve high degree of accuracy and economy of separate body
movements phases in motor action.the hogh level of this ability depends on experienced
movement and the degree of mastery over motor action.

CIRCUIT TRAINING AND HIGH ALTITUDE TRAINING; INTODUCTION AND ITS IMPACT
Circuit Training: It was developed by ‘G.T. Adomson’ and ‘R.E. Morgan’ of LEEDS UNIVERSITY in 1957. It
is a scientic arrangement of exercise,performed systematically and repeatdely as circuits,Circuit training
consists various types of exercises. The main aim of circuit training is to develop strength endurance
along with flexibility and mobility.
Types of circuit training:







Timed circuit traning: In this,the duration of rest and workout remain fixed.ex… 30 sec exercise
and 30 sec rest.
Competition circuit training: It is approximately the same as timed circuit training but in this
emphasis is on the no. of repetitions you make in 30 sec. ex……if you do 15 situps in 30 sec,
then from the competition point of view,you will have to try to increase the no. of situps in 30
sec.
Repetition Circuit Training: It is appropriate for those sportsperson who have different level of
physical fitness. They will increases the no. of repetitions of exercises.
Sports specific or Running Circuit training: such type of training can be done in a track of 200
and 400 mt. in this traning, exercises are selected from any sports.here,jogging and walking or
slow running is done instead of rest between exercise.

MAIN CHARACTERSTICS OF CIRCUIT TRAINING METHOD:







Exercises are simple to learn and simple to execute.
Exercises are performed with medium resistance.
No. of repetation is more.
Its aim is to develop strength endurance.
It involves exercises of whole body parts.
Training must be performed under gradually increasing strain.

SOME EXAMPLE OF CIRCUIT TRAINING EXERCISES:









Running on spot.
Sit-ups (15-20 rep.)
Wide grip push-ups(15-20 rep.)
Half squat(15-20 rep.)
Back sit-ups(15-20 rep.)
Close grip push-ups(15-20 rep.)
Jumping jags(15-20 rep.)
Plank Etc.

HOW TO INCREASE LOAD IN CIRCUIT TRAINING:






No. of repetations can be increased per exercises.
Frequency can be increased.
Additional load can be increased.
Interval between exercises can be reduced.
No. of rounds can be increased.

ADVANTAGES OF CIRCUIT TRAINING










It can be performed indoors and outdoors.
Equipment of exercises can be provided easily.
it is easy to learn.
Trainee is able to gain good result in short period.
It is an interesting method of training.
All body parts can be exercised at same time.
Helps in burning extra calories.
Helpful in diseases prevention.

DISADVANTAGES OF CIRCUIT TRANING





It requires advanced planning and lot of time and space, which can be a problem in normal gym.
Effective for improving muscular endurance but it has some limitations.
It can be highly fatiguing specially for the beginners.
Muscle can get toned up by doing circuit training but to gain muscle Is impossible thriugh circuit
training.

HIGH ALTITUDE TRAINING: INTRODUCTION AND TS IMPACT
It is practice by some endurance athelete for several weeks at high altitude. High altitude training has
been used by competitve athletes as a means of enhancing their potential. Nowadays, high altitude
training is used by athletes in various countries to improve performance in games and sports. There are
various techniques of altitude training which are commonly used by athletes.




Live High and Train High: in this technique,athletes train high at high altitude.however,it is not
wellsupported by the experts.
Live Low and Train High: in this, athletes are advised to live at low altitude but to train high.
Live High and Train Low: in this, athletes live at high altitude and train low.

IMPACTS OF HIGH ALTITUDE TRAINING:




Beneficial impacts: As a matter of fact,running or exercising at high altitude in the beginning
decreases the amount of oxygen supplied to the muscles.A low atmospheric pressure in the thin
air makes the blood less oxygen rich as it passes to the muscles. A no. of physiological changes
that occur with acclimatisation enhace the supply of oxygen to muscle and the more amount of
oxygen definitely help in improving the sports performance. At high altitudes, body
automatically produce a harmone called erythroproietin which stimulates the production of red
blood cells which carry oxygen to the muscle of the body.
Negative impacts: First of all,acclimatisation to high altitude is not easy. If we perform training
at higher altitude we cannot avoid weight loss. Our body will consume our muscle in order to
provide energy for training. Even there is a risk that our body immune system will become weak.

Along with this, the body cannot exercise intensely at high altitudes. Additionally, nausea,loss of
appetite,dehydration etc.

Political Science Class 12 Notes
Chapter 1 The Cold War Era
Cuban Missile Crisis










Cuba was an ally of the Soviet Union and received diplomatic and financial aid from it. In
April 1961, leaders of the USSR were worried that the United States of America would
invade communist-ruled Cuba and overthrow its President Fidel Castro.
In 1962, the leader of the Soviet Union, Nikita Khrushchev, placed nuclear missiles in
Cuba for converting it into a Russian base.
Three weeks later, Americans became aware of it. The US President John F. Kennedy and
his advisers tried to find a solution to avoid full-scale nuclear war. But they were
determined to get Khrushchev to remove the missiles and nuclear weapons from Cuba.
Kennedy ordered American warships to intercept any Soviet ships heading to Cuba as a
way of warning the USSR. This clash between the USA and the USSR came to be known
as the Cuban Missile Crisis. It made the whole world nervous.
The Cuban Missile Crisis was a high point which came to be known as the Cold War. It
refers to the competition, the tensions and a series of confrontations between the United
States and Soviet Union.

Cold War












The Cold War was the war of ideologies. The US followed the ideology of liberal
democracy and capitalism while the USSR backed the ideology of socialism and
communism.
The Second World War (1939-1945) came to an end with the defeat of the Axis powers led
by Germany, Italy and Japan by the Allied forces led by the US, Soviet Union, Britain and
France.
It marked the beginning of the Cold War. The Second World War ended when the United
States dropped two atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945, causing Japan to surrender.
This decision of the US was both criticised and supported. But the consequence of the end
of the Second World War was the rise of two new powers on the global stage.
The United States and the Soviet Union became the greatest powers in the world with the
ability to influence events anywhere on Earth.
But the Cold War inspite of being an intense form of rivalry between great powers,
remained a ‘cold’ and not hot or shooting war. It was due to the ‘logic of deterrence’.
The ‘logic of deterrence’ means when both sides have the capacity to respond against an
attack and to cause so much destruction that neither can afford to initiate war.
The two superpowers and their allies were expected to behave as rational and responsible
actors.

The Emergence of Two Power Blocs













The two superpowers i.e. the US and USSR wanted to expand their spheres of influence
in different parts of the world. Hence, they decided to take help of the smaller countries.
These smaller states got the promise of protection, weapons and economic aid against
their local rivals, mostly regional neighbours.
The first division took place in Europe. Most countries of Western Europe sided with the
US and thus, came to be known as ‘Western alliance.
The countries of the Eastern Europe joined the Soviet camp and came to be known as
‘Eastern alliance.’
The Western alliance formed itself into an organisation, the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation (NATO). It came into existence in April, 1949 with twelve states.
The NATO declared that armed attack on any one of them in Europe or North America
would be regarded as an attack on all of them.
The Eastern alliance, also known as the Warsaw Pact, was led by the Soviet Union. It was
established in 1955. Its principle function was to counter NATO’s forces in Europe.
In East and South East Asia and in West Asia (Middle East), the United States built an
alliance system called the South-East Asian Treaty Organisation (SEATO) and the Central
Treaty Organisation (CENTO).
Many newly independent countries were worried of losing their freedom. Cracks and
splits within the alliances were quick to appear.
Communist China quarrelled with the USSR towards the late 1950s. The other important
development was the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM).
The smaller countries were of more help to the superpowers because they were the means
to gain
vital resources such as oil and minerals; locations to spy each other and to launch
weapons.

Arenas of the Cold War








The arenas of the Cold War refer to areas where crisis and war occurred or threatened to
occur between the alliance systems but did not cross certain limits.
The Cold War was also responsible for several shooting wars.
The two superpowers were poised for direct encounter in Korea (1950-53), Berlin
(1958-62), the Congo (the early 1960s) and in several other places.
Jawaharlal Nehru, one of the key leader of NAM played a key role in mediating between
the two Koreas. In the Congo crisis, the UN Secretary General played a key mediatory
role.
The US and USSR decided to collaborate in limiting or eliminating certain kinds of
nuclear and non-nuclear weapons.
The two sides signed three significant agreements within a decade. These were :
 Limited Test Ban Treaty (LTBT).
 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABMT)

Challenge to Bipolarity






Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) offered the newly decolonised countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America a third option i.e. not to join any of the alliances.
NAM was founded by three leaders-Yugoslavia’s Josip Broz Tito, India’s Jawaharlal
Nehru and Egypt’s leader Gamal Abdel Nasser. Indonesia’s Sukarno and Ghana’s
Kwame Nkrumah strongly supported them. The first NAM summit was held in 1961 at
Belgrade.
Non-Alignment neither means isolationism nor neutrality. It played a role in mediating
between the two rival alliances.

New International Economic Order





The challenge for the newly decolonised countries was to become more developed
economically and to lift their people out of poverty. The idea
of a New International Economic Order (NIEO) originated with this realisation.
The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) brought out a
report in 1972 entitled ‘Towards a New Trade Policy for Development’.
The nature of Non-Alignment changed to give greater importance to economic issues. As
a result,
NAM became an economic pressure group.

India and the Cold War






India followed a two way policy regarding the Cold War. It did not join any of the
alliances and raised
voice against the newly decolonised countries becoming part of these alliances.
The policy of India was not ‘fleeing away’ but was in favour of actively intervening in
world affairs to soften Cold War rivalries.
The Non-Alignment gave India the power to take international decisions and to balance
one superpower against the other.
India’s policy of Non-Alignment was criticised on a number of counts. But still it has
become both as an international movement and a core of India’s foreign policy.

FACTS THAT MATTER
1. Cuban Missile Crisis made whole world nervous by creating clashes between the two
superpowers, the US and Soviet Union namely Cold War.
2. Cold War referred to competitions, tensions and series of confrontations between the
US and USSR.
3. In 1945, with the end of Second World War, Cold War began when the US dropped
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in diplomatic manner to warn Soviet Union.

4. Both the powers became reluctant to initiate war to protect world from large scale
destruction as they were aware that it will not lead only political aim to them.
5. The greed of expansion of their spheres of influence divided the world into alliances.
The
US built NATO, South East Asian Treaty Organisation (SEATO) and Central Treaty
Organisation (CENTO).
6. The Soviet Union created Eastern alliance known as WARSAW PACT.
7. Smaller states „Maine either the alliance to get the promise of protection, weapons
and economic aid against their local rivals.
8. Superpower required them to gain on access to vital resources, territory to launch
weapons and troops, to spy on each other and economic support.
9. Despite of occurring crisis in Korea, Vietnam and Afghanistan, both the superpowers
behaved rationally and responsibly.
10. Both the superpowers maintained ‘arms control’ by signing various treaties as
Limited Test Ban Treaty, Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty and Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty.
11. Countries outside the two blocs known as NAM (Non-Aligned Movement), joined
by decolonised countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, played a crucial role in
reducing cold war conflicts to maintain peace and stability all over the world.
12. Five founder members of NAM were Yugoslavia’s Josip Broz Tito, India’s JL Nehru,
Egypt’s leader Gamal Abdel Nasser, Indonesia’s Sukarno and Ghana’s Kwame
Nkrumah.
13. The majority of NAM members was categorised as Least Developed Countries
(LDCs) which initiated economic development under the head of New International
Economic Order (NIEO).
14. The United Nations Conference of Trade and Development (UNCTAD) brought out
a report in 1972 to propose to give the LDCs control over their natural resources, to
make western market available to them to reduce cost of technology and to provide
greater role in international economic institutions.

15. India responded to growth of Cold War into two fold. First, it stayed away from
alliances and secondary, it raised voice against newly decolonised countries becoming
part of either the alliance.
16. NAM served India’s interests also to participate in international decisions and
maintained balance between two superpowers.
17. India’s policy was criticised on grounds of possessing contradictory postures i.e.
signed treaty of friendship with the USSR in August 1971 for 20 years and developed
good relations with the US during Bangladesh crisis.
18. It is said that NAM has lost its relevance after disintegration of USSR and end of
cold war in 1991.
19. NAM is based on a resolve to democratise international system to redress existing
inequities that poor and very small countries need not to follow any of the big powers
instead they can pursue an independent foreign policy also.
20. These core values make NAM relevant even in today’s scenario as it has stood of
adverse circumstances and served an important purpose of protecting the interests of
third world countries.
WORDS THAT MATTER
1. Cold War: Cold war referred to competitions, tensions and a series of confrontations
between the US and USSR.
2. Cuban Missile Crisis: It created tensions between the US and USSR when Soviet Union
(USSR) installed missiles in Cuba to make it a Russian base.
3. Allied Forces: Allied forces were one of the two camps during second world war
including the US, Soviet Union, Britain and France.
4. Axis Power: It was another camp against allied forces led by German” Italy and Japan.
5. Alliance System: Alliance system was created by the two superpowers to expand their
sphere of influence all over the world.
6. Deterrence: It was a logic followed by both the superpowers to avoid large scale
destruction
i. e. not to take place hot war between them because both of them had the capacity to
retaliate.
7. Neutrality: Neutrality is a condition not to participate in world affairs or make oneself
aloof from world.
8. Decolonisation: To make colonised states free from the rule of mother country.

TIMELINE




















1947 American President Harry Truman’s Doctrine about containment of communism.
1947-52 Marshall Plan: US aid for reconstruction of Western Europe.
1948-49 Berlin blockade by the Soviet Union.
1950-53 Korean War
1954 Defeat of the French by Vietnamese at Dien Bien Phu; Signing of Geneva Accord;
Division of Vietnam along the 17th parallel formation of SEATO.
1954-75 American intervention in Vietnam.
1955 Signing of Baghdad Pact, later CENTO.
1956 Soviet intervention in Hungary.
1961 US-sponsored Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba construction of Berlin Wall.
1962 Cuban Missile Crisis
1965 American Intervention in the Dominican Republic
1968 Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia.
1972 US President Richard Nixon’s visit to China
1978-89 Vietnamese intervention in Cambodia
1979-89 Soviet intervention in Afghanistan
1985 Gorbachev becomes the president of the USSR and begins reform process.
1989 Fall of Berlin Wall
1990 Unification of Germany
1991 Disintegration of Soviet Union, End of the Cold War era.

Political Science Class 12 Notes chapter
Challenges of Nation Building
Challenges for the New Nation
India became independent in August 1947 immediately after independence, there were
three challenges
in nation building





The first and the immediate challenge was to shape nation that was united, yet
accommodative of the diversity existing in the society and eradication of poverty and
unemployment.
The second challenge was to establish democracy.
The third challenge was to ensure the development and well-being of the entire society
and not only of some sections.

Partition: Displacement and Rehabilitation







On 14th to 15th August, 1947, two nation-states India and Pakistan came into existence.
Lakhs of people from both sides lost their homes, lives and properties and became victim
of communal violence.
On the basis of Muslim majority belt West and East Pakistan was created which were
separated by a long expanse of Indian Territory.
Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan also known as ‘Frontier Gandhi’ was the undisputed leader of
the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP). Despite his opposition NWFP was merged
with Pakistan.
The portion of Punjab and Bengal caused the deepest trauma of partition.

Consequences of Partition






The year 1947 was the year of one of the largest, most abrupt, unplanned and tragic
transfer of population of human history as known.
Minorities on both sides of the border fled their home and secured temporary’ shelter in
‘refugee camps’.
Women were often abducted, raped, attacked and killed. They were forcefully converted
to other , religion.
Political and administrative machinery failed on both sides.
There was huge loss of lives and property. Communal violence was on its culmination.

Integration of Princely States


There were two types of provinces in British India—The British Indian Provinces (directly
under the control of the British Government) and Princely states (governed by Indian
princes).




Immediately after independence there were almost 565 princely states. Many of them
joined Indian Union.
Travancore, Hyderabad, Kashmir and Manipur initially refused to join Indian Union.

Government’s Approach



The then interim government took a firm steps against the possible division of India into
small principalities of different sizes.
The government’s approach was guided by three considerations
 The people of most of the princely states clearly wanted to become part of the
Indian Union.
 The government was prepared to be flexible in giving autonomy to some regions.
 Consolidation of the territorial boundaries of the nation had assumed supreme
importance.

Instrument of Accession





The rulers of the most of the states signed a document called the ‘Instrument of
Accession’ but accession of the Junagarh, Hyderabad, Kashmir and Manipur proved more
difficult than the rest.
After initial resistance, in September 1948, Hyderabad was merged with Indian Union, by
a military operation.
The Government of India succeeded in pressurising the Maharaja of Manipur into signing
a Merger Agreement in September, 1949. The government did so without consulting the
popularly elected Legislative Assembly of Manipur.

Reorganisation of States







During national movement Indian National Congress recognised the demand of state
reorganisation on linguistic basis.
After Independence, this idea was postponed because the memory of partition was still
fresh and the fate of the Princely states had not been decided.
After a long movement, in December 1952 Andhra Pradesh was created on linguistic
basis.
Creation of this state gave impetus to reorganise states on linguistic basis. As a result,
Government of India appointed States Reorganisation Commission in 1953.
This commission accepted that the boundaries of the state should reflect the boundaries
of different languages.
On the basis of its report the States Reorganisation Act was passed in 1956. This led to
the creation of 14 States and 6 Union Territories.

FACTS THAT MATTER
1. The first speech of the first Prime Minister of India, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru at the
hour of midnight on 14-15 August 1947 was known as famous “tryst with destiny”
speech while addressing a special session of the Constituent Assembly.

2. Immediately after independence, there were many challenges in independent India
that needed a solution i.e. a challenge to shape a nation as a united country, to develop
democratic practices and to ensure development and well-being by evolving effective
policies for economic development and eradication of poverty and unemployment.
3. On partition of India, two nation theory was propounded by Muhammad Ali Jinnah to
create
a separate state for Muslims, resulted in Partition as India and Pakistan giving birth to
many difficulties like problem of east and west, merging of NWFP, problems with
provinces of Punjab and Bengal and the principle of religious majorities.
4. The partition of 1947 was most abrupt and unplanned which created and spread
communal riots dividing country into various community zones, social sufferings to
shelter in refugee camps, killing of women and separation of family members, except, it
divided financial assets, employees and created conflicts between Hindus and Muslims.
5. British India was divided into British Indian provinces and princely states. Princely
states enjoyed some form of control over their internal affairs under British supremacy.
6. After independence, integration of princely states into Indian Union became a great
challenge due to problems like announcement by British to end paramountcy over the
states’ freedom to join either India or Pakistan. And the problems arose in Travancore,
Hyderabad, Bhopal to further divide India.
7. The government’s approach was based on three considerations i.e. will of integration
of people of princely states, a flexible approach to accommodate plurality and demands
of region and concern about integrity of India with peaceful negotiations in a firm
diplomatic manner by SardarVallabhbhai Patel. Only four states’ accession was difficult
i.e. Junagarh, Hyderabad, Kashmir and Manipur.
8. Hyderabad was the largest princely state under the rule of Nizam who was not
argued to be integrated. But the society protested against the rule of Nizam. The central
government had to interfere against Razakars and in September 1948. Nizam’s forces
were controlled with the accession of Hyderabad.
9. Bodhachandra Singh, Maharaja of Manipur, made it a constitutional monarchy and
became first state to hold elections under Universal Adult Franchises. But on sharp
differences over merger of Manipur, the government of India pressurised Maharaja into
signing an agreement in September 1949.
10. In the early years of reorganisation of states was felt linguistic states may foster
separatism and create a pressure. Hence linguistic states were formed to change the

nature of democratic policies which accepted the regional and linguistic claims and
provided a uniform base to the plural nature of democracy.
11. The State Reorganisation Commission was formed in 1953 by central government
to redraw the boundaries of the states on the basis to reflect boundaries of state on
behalf of different languages and led to creation of 14 states and six union territories by
giving uniform basis to state boundaries.
WORDS THAT MATTER
1. Two Nations Theory: It was propounded by Muhammad Ali Jinnah to create a separate
state for Muslims.
2. British Indian Provinces: The Indian provinces which were directly under the British
government before independence.
3. Princely States: States ruled by Princes who enjoyed some form of control over their
states internal affairs under the British supremacy.
4. Razakars: A para-military force of Nizam was sent to respond people’s movement which
had no bounds.
5. Nizam: Ruler of Hyderabad was titled as Nizam who was world’s richest person.
6. State Reorganisation Commission: It was appointed in 1953 to look into the matter to
redraw the boundaries of states.

ECOSYSTEM
1. Ecosystem




An ecosystem is the basic functional ecological unit in which living organisms interact
among themselves and with their surrounding physical environment.
The term ecosystem was coined by Sir A.G. Tansley (1935).
The entire biosphere is referred to as global ecosystem, which consists of several local
ecosystems of earth.

2. Classification of Ecosystem
Ecosystem

Natural ecosystem

Artificial ecosystem

Terrestrial
ecosystem

Forest

Man-made ecosystem
e.g., (i) Crop field
(ii) Aquarium

Aquatic
ecosystem

Grassland

Desert

Ponds

Fresh water
ecosystem

Lakes

Streams

Salt water
ecosystem

Wetland

Estuaries

Marine

3. Ecosystem Structure and Function


The ecosystem consists of biotic and abiotic components and their interaction with each
other resulting in a physical structure.



The flow of energy takes place within these components of the ecosystem.



The identification and enumeration of plant and animal species in an ecosystem gives it
species composition.



Vertical distribution of different species occupying different levels is called
stratification, e.g., in a forest ecosystem, trees occupy top vertical strata or layer, shrubs
the second, and herbs and grasses occupy the bottom layers.



The major functions of an ecosystem include
(i) Productivity
(ii) Decomposition
(iii) Energy flow
(iv) Nutrient cycling

Components of Ecosystem

Biotic component
(living)

Producers
(Autotrophs)

Abiotic component
(non-living)

Consumers

(i) Air
(ii) Water

Decomposers

(iii) Solar radiation
(iv) Temperature
(v) Soil

Primary
consumer
(herbivores)

Photoautotroph

Secondary
consumer
(carnivores)

Tertiary
consumer

Quarternary
Consumer

Chemoautotrophs

4. Pond Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem (components)

Biotic

Producers
(Phytoplanktons,
some algae, floating
and submerged plants)







Consumers
(zooplanktons, free
swimming, bottom
dwelling forms)

Abiotic

Decomposers
(fungi, bacteria
and
flagellates)

(i) Soil particle
(ii) Water
(iii) CO2, O2 dissolved
(iv) Solar radiation
(v) Soil

The inorganic and organic materials are conversed with the help of the radiant
energy of sun by the autotrophs.
Heterotrophs consume autotrophs.
Decomposers decompose the dead organic matter to release them back for reuse by
the autotrophs.
The matter and minerals are recycled between biotic and abiotic components.
The energy flow is unidirectional.

5. Productivity


The rate of biomass production per unit area, over a time period, by plant during
photosynthesis is called productivity.



It is expressed in (kcal m–2) yr–1 or g/m2/yr or g m–2 y–1 




The amount of biomass or organic matter produced per unit area over a time period
in plants during photosynthesis is called primary production. It is expressed in
terms of weight (g m–2) or energy (kcal m–2).
The rate of formation of new organic matter by consumers is called secondary
productivity.





Aspects of Primary Productivity
Primary Productivity

Gross Primary Productivity (GPP)





It is the rate of production of
organic
matter
during
photosynthesis in an ecosystem. 
Some of GPP is utilised by plants for
respiration and some is passed to the
next trophic level. 

Net Primary Productivity (NPP)




It is the weight of the organic matter
stored by the producers in a unit
area/volume per unit time. It is given by
NPP=GPP–R

where R = Respiration losses
NPP is utilised by heterotrophs. 

6. Factors Affecting Primary Productivity
(i) Plant species inhabiting a particular area.
(ii) Environmental factors.
(a) Sunlight: The sunlight directly regulates the primary productivity because the
plantsperform photosynthesis with the help of sunlight. As tropical region receives
maximum sunlight so it exhibits higher productivity.
(b) Temperature: Temperature regulates the activity of enzyme. So, optimum
temperature isrequired for proper functioning of enzyme.
(c) Moisture: Rain (humidity) is required for higher primary productivity. Deserts
have thelowest primary productivity as the soil is deficient in moisture.
(iii) Availability of nutrients: Greater nutrients ensure greater primary productivity.
(iv) Photosynthetic efficiency: Some plants have more efficiency to trap sunlight
(sugarcane), so they accumulate more primary productivity.

7. Decomposition



The process of breaking down complex organic matter into inorganic substances
like CO2, water and nutrient is called decomposition.
The raw materials for decomposition including dead plant and animal remains and
their faecal matter are called detritus.
Steps in Decomposition

(i) Fragmentation: The process of breaking down of detritus into smaller particles is
calledfragmentation, e.g., as done by earthworm.
(ii) Leaching: The process by which water-soluble inorganic nutrients go down into the
soil horizonand get precipitated as unavailable salts is called leaching.

(iii) Catabolism: The enzymatic process by which degraded detritus is converted into
simplerinorganic substances is called catabolism.
(iv) Humification: The process of accumulation of a dark coloured amorphous substance
called humus that is highly resistant to microbial action and undergoes decomposition
at an extremelyslow rate is called humification.
(v) Mineralisation: The process by which humus is further degraded by some microbes to
releaseinorganic nutrients is called mineralisation.

Fig. Diagrammatic representation of decomposition cycle in a terrestrial ecosystem

8. Factors Affecting Decomposition
(i)Chemical composition of detritus



The decomposition rate is slow if detritus is rich in lignin and chitin.

The decomposition rate is higher when detritus is rich in nitrogen and water-soluble
substances like sugars.
(ii)Climatic factors
 Warm and moist environment favours decomposition.



Low temperature and anaerobiosis inhibit decomposition.





9. Food Chain and Food Web
S. No.

Food chain

(i) The transfer of energy from producers to top
consumers through a series of organisms is
called food chain.
(ii) One organism holds only one position.
(iii) The flow of energy can be easily calculated.
It is always straight and proceed in a
(iv) progressive
straight line.
(v) Competition is limited to members of same
trophic level.

Food web
A number of food chain inter-connected with
each other forming a web-like pattern is called
food web.
One organism can hold more than one
position.
The flow of energy is very difficult to
calculate.
Instead of straight line it is a series of
branching
lines.
Competition is amongst members of same and
different trophic levels.



10. Types of Food Chains
Two types of food chains can be observed in the ecosystem:
(i) Grazing Food Chain (GFC), e.g., Grass
Rabbit
Lion
(ii) Detritus Food Chain (DFC), e.g., Dead leaves
Woodlouse
S. No.

Grazing food chain (GFC)

(i)

It starts with green plants called producers as
first trophic level.

(ii)

A much less fraction of energy flows through
this type of food chain.
Energy for food chain comes from sun.

(iii)

Blackbird

Detritus food chain (DFC)
It begins with dead organic matter and
decomposers called saprophytes as first trophic
level.
A much large fraction of energy flows through
this type of food chain.
Energy for the food chain comes from organic
remain or detritus.

11. Trophic Level




In an ecosystem, an organism occupies a specific place in the food chain called
trophic level.
Each trophic level has a certain mass of living material at a particular time called
the standing crop.
The standing crop is measured as the biomass of living organisms (biomass), or the
number in aunit area.



Examples
Tertiary
Consumer

Fourth trophic level
(Top Carnivore)

Secondary
Consumer

Third trophic level
(Carnivore)

Birds, fishes, wolf

Primary
Consumer

Second trophic level
(Herbivore)

Zooplankton,
grasshopper and cow

Primary
Producer

First trophic level
(Plants)

Phytoplankton,
grass, trees

Man, lion

12. Energy Flow
 The sun is the only source of energy for all ecosystems on earth.
 Out of the total incident solar radiation, only 50 per cent of it is photosynthetically active
radiation(PAR).
 Plants capture only 2–10 per cent of the PAR and this small amount of energy sustains the
entire livingworld. So, there is unidirectional flow of energy from the sun to producers
and then to consumers.
 The energy is transferred in an ecosystem in the form of food which is degraded and lose
major part of foodenergy as heat during metabolic activities and only a very small
fraction becomes stored as biomass.
 This is correlated to second law of thermodynamics.
 The green plants in the ecosystem which can trap solar energy to convert it into chemical
bond energy are called producers.
 All the animals that depend for food on plants are called consumers.
 Consumers are divided into the following categories:
(i) Primary consumers:Animals which feed directly on plants,i.e., herbivores.
(ii) Secondary consumers:Consumers that feed on primary consumers,i.e., carnivores.
(iii) Tertiary consumers:Consumers that feed on secondary consumers.
 Lindeman’s 10 per cent law:At each step of food chain, when food energy is
transferred from onetrophic level to the next higher trophic level, only about 10 per cent
of energy is passed on to the next trophic level. This is known as Lindeman’s 10 per
cent law given by Lindeman in 1942.
First trophic
level producers
(plants)

Second trophic level
primary consumers
(herbivores)

Third trophic
level secondary
consumers
(carnivores)

Fourth trophic
level tertiary
consumers
(top carnivores)

13. Ecological Pyramid


The relation between producers and consumers in an ecosystem can be graphically
represented in the form of a pyramid called ecological pyramid.



Structure: The base always represents the producers or the first trophic level and the
apex representstop level consumer or the last trophic level.



Ecological pyramids are of three types:

(i) Pyramid of number
(iii) Pyramid of energy

(ii) Pyramid of biomass

(i)Pyramid of number: The relationship between producers and consumers in an ecosystem
canbe represented in the form of a pyramid in terms of number called pyramid of number.
Trophic level

Number of individuals

TC (Tertiary consumer)

3

SC (Secondary consumer)

3,54,000

PC (Primary consumer)

708,000

PP (Primary producer)

5,842,000

Fig.Pyramid of numbers in a grassland ecosystem

(ii) Pyramid of biomass: The relationship between producers and consumers in an
ecosystem canbe represented in the form of a pyramid in terms of biomass called
pyramid of biomass. It can be (a) Upright, e.g., in case of grassland ecosystem; or
(b) Inverted, e.g., in case of pond ecosystem.

Pyramid of biomass shows a sharp decrease
in biomass at higher trophic levels

Fig. Inverted pyramid of biomass: Small
standing crop of phytoplankton supports
large standing crop of zooplankton

(iii) Pyramid of energy: The relationship between producers and consumers in an ecosystem
canbe represented in the form of a pyramid, in terms of flow of energy called pyramid of
energy. It is always upright because energy is always lost as heat at each step.

Fig.An ideal pyramid of energy

Limitations of ecological pyramids:
(i) It never takes into account the same species belonging to two or more trophic levels.
(ii) It assumes a simple food chain, which never exists in nature.
(iii) In spite of the vital role played by saprophytes/decomposers, they are not given any
position in ecological pyramids.

14. Ecological Succession


The sequential, gradual and predictable changes in the species composition in an area
are called succession or ecological succession.



The entire sequence of communities that successively changes in a given area are
called sere(s).



The individual transitional communities are termed as seral stages orseral
communities.



The community that is in near equilibrium with the environment is called aclimax
community.The species that invade a bare area are calledpioneer species.
 The changes that occur in successive seral stages to reach a climax community are:
(i) changes in the diversity of species of organisms. (ii) increase in the total biomass.
(iii) increase in the number of species and organisms.
 Ecological succession is of two types:
(i) Primary succession: It begins in areas where no living organisms ever existed.
Therefore,the establishment of a biotic community is very slow, e.g., newly cooled
lava, bare rock, newly created pond or reservoir.
(ii) Secondary succession: It begins in areas where natural biotic communities have been
destroyed,e.g., abandoned farm lands, buried or cut forests. Since soil is available, it is
a faster process.

15. Succession of Plants
The plant succession is of two types:
(i) Hydrarch succession: The plant succession which takes place in wet area or water,
leading toa successional series progress from hydric to the mesic conditions.

(ii) Xerarch succession: The plant succession which takes place in dry area, leading to a
successionalseries from xeric to mesic conditions.
(i) Primary succession in water

Phytoplankton.

Reed-swamp stage

Submerged plant stage Submerged free floating plant stage

Marsh-meadow stage

Scrub stage

Fig.Diagrammatic representation of primary succession






The pioneer species are phytoplanktons.
The phytoplanktons are replaced by free-floating angiosperms.
Then, rooted angiosperms invade sedges, grasses and finally thetrees.
At last, a stable climax forest is formed.



An aquatic habitat is converted into mesic habitat.
(ii) Primary succession on rocks



 




Lichens are the pioneer species on a bare area.
The lichen secretes some acids to dissolve rock and help in weathering and soil
formation. 
Later, some small bryophytes invade and hold the small amount of soil.
The bryophytes are succeeded by herbs, shrubs and ultimately big
trees.
At last, a stable climax forest is formed.
The xerophytic habitat gets converted into a mesophytic one.

Lichens
Small annual
Bare rock and mosses
plants

Pioneer stages

Perennial
herbs,
grasses

Grasses, shrubs,
shade-intolerant trees

Intermediate stages

Shade-tolerant trees

Climax Community

Fig. Biotic succession on a bare rock

16. Nutrient Cycle


The movement of nutrient elements through various components (abiotic + biotic) of an
ecosystem is called nutrient cycling or biogeochemical cycle.



The total amount of nutrients like carbon, phosphorus, calcium, etc., present in soil at
any time is called standing state.



Standing state varies with the kind of ecosystem and season.



The nutrient reservoir meets the deficit arising due to imbalance in the rate of influx and
efflux.
 The nutrient cycles are of two types:
i) Gaseous cycle
(ii) Sedimentary cycle.
S. No.

Gaseous cycle

Sedimentary cycle

(i)
(ii)

The reservoir is the atmosphere.
The nutrient occurs as gas or vapour.

The reservoir is the earth crust.
The nutrient is non-gaseous.

(iii)
(iv)

It is comparatively quick or fast.
For example, carbon cycle, nitrogen cycle.

It is quite slow.
For example, phosphorus cycle, sulphur
cycle.

17. Carbon Cycle


Carbon constitutes 49 per cent of dry weight of an organism.

 71 per cent of the carbon is found dissolved in oceans which is responsible for its
regulation in atmosphere.



The carbon cycle occurs through atmosphere, oceans and through living and dead
organisms.



It is estimated that 4 × 10 13 kg of carbon is fixed in the biosphere through
photosynthesis annually.
Carbon is returned to atmosphere as CO 2 by animals and plants through respiration and
the activities of decomposers.
Some amount of fixed carbon is lost as sediments and removed from circulation.






Burning of wood, forest fire, volcanic activity and combustion of organic matter and
fossil fuels are some essential sources for releasing CO 2 in the atmosphere.
Human activities like deforestation and vehicular burning of fossil fuels has caused an
increase in the amount of CO 2 in atmosphere.
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Fig.Simplified model of carbon cycle in the biosphere

18. Phosphorus Cycle

 Importance of phosphorus:
(i) It is a major constituent of biological membranes, nucleic acids and cellular energy transfer
systems.
(ii) It is required for making shells, bones and teeth.
 Rocks are the natural reservoirs of phosphorus.
 During weathering of rocks, minute amounts of these phosphates dissolve in soil
solution and are absorbed by plant through roots.
 Herbivores and carnivores obtain this element from plants directly or indirectly.
 The waste products and the dead organisms are decomposed by phosphate-solubilising
bacteria and in turn release phosphorus.

Fig. A simplified model of phosphorus cycling in a terrestrial ecosystem

19. Ecosystem Services



The products of ecosystem processes are called ecosystem services.
Forests are the major source of ecosystem services. They

(i) purify air and water,
(ii) mitigate droughts and floods,
(iii) cycle nutrients,
(iv) generate fertile soils,
(v) provide wildlife habitat,
(vi) maintain biodiversity,
(vii) pollinate crops,
(viii) provide storage site for carbon,
(ix) provide aesthetic, cultural and spiritual values.


Robert Constanza and his colleagues tried to put price tags on nature’s life-support
services whichcame up to US$ 33 trillion a year.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS
1. What is ‘stratification’ in an ecosystem?
2. Why an earthworm is called a detritivore?
3. What is a detritus food chain made of? How do they meet their energy and nutritional
requirements?
4. What is primary productivity? Why does it vary in different types of ecosystem?
5. The number of trophic levels in a food chain is limited. Justify.
6. Explain with the help of two examples, how the pyramid of numbers and the pyramid of
biomass can look inverted.
7. Mention the factors on which the nature of pioneer species of a secondary succession depend.
8. Differentiate between the following
A. Primary succession and secondary succession
B. Food chain and food web
C. Biotic and abiotic components
9. What are the advantages of keeping the ecosystem healthy?
10. What is an ecological pyramid? Write any two limitations of it.
11. Define climax community. How does a sere differ from a seral community?
12. A. State any one difference between phosphorus and carbon cycles in nature.
B. Explain the phosphorus cycle.
13. Taking a small pond as an example of an ecosystem, list the four components of this
ecosystem. How do these components function as a unit in a small pond?
14. Explain how a hydrarch succession progress from hydric to mesic condition and forms a
stable climax community.
15. A. Explain the different steps in the decomposition cycle in a terrestrial ecosystem.
B. How oxygen and the chemical composition of detritus control decomposition.

